We present an extensive experimental characterization of the e ± phase space at the interaction point of the SLAC PEP-II B-Factory, that combines a detailed mapping of luminous-region observables using the BABAR detector, with stored-beam measurements by accelerator techniques.
Introduction
Measuring the beam parameters at the interaction point (IP) of e + e − colliders has historically been both essential and extremely challenging for accelerator builders. Exploiting the shape of the event-vertex distribution to measure bunch length, emittance and IP β-function was pioneered by Cinabro et al. [1] using the CLEO detector at CESR. The advent of high-luminosity e + e − Factories opened opportunities for more refined measurements, at the price however of an increased complexity: in a two-ring collider, the phase space and IP optical functions of the two beams are no longer constrained to be equal. At PEP-II [2] , the very large usable event rate, combined with the performance of the BABAR silicon vertex tracker [3] and with advances in data acquisition and on-line processing capability, made it possible to reconstruct in real time the spatial and transverse-momentum distributions of e + e − , µ + µ − final states, which reflect the phase-space distributions of the colliding e ± . This allowed to provide feedback to the accelerator, on the time scale of a few ten minutes, on the position, orientation, size and shape of the luminous region.
In this paper, we present an extensive characterization of the e ± phase space at the PEP-II IP, that combines ( Fig. 1 ) a detailed mapping of luminous-region observables with single-beam measurements by conventional accelerator techniques. The B-Factory and the relevant aspects of the BABAR detector are described in Sec. 2. The formalism relating experimental observables to beam parameters is presented in Sec. 3. Online event reconstruction allows real-time monitoring of IP position and beam angles, horizontal and longitudinal luminous sizes, vertical β-function and angular divergences (Sec. 4). The spatial variation of the luminosity (Secs. 5 and 6), and the transverse-boost distribution (Sec. 7) of the colliding e ± provide ready access to simple combinations of the spatial and angular variables describing the beam matrices near the IP. The specific luminosity (which is proportional to the inverse product of the overlap IP beam sizes) is continuously monitored, while transverse spot sizes are measured in the two rings using synchrotron-light monitors and extrapolated to the IP using measured lattice functions (Sec. 8).
A combined offline analysis of all these measurements provides constraints on the emittances, horizontal and vertical spot sizes, β functions and bunch lengths of both beams at the IP during physics data-taking (Sec. 9). 
Overview
The notation used to describe the single-beam phase-space at the IP is defined in Sec. 3.2 below. The spatial distribution of the luminosity can be quantitatively described in terms of the parameters of the luminous ellipsoid (Sec. 3.3), and experimentally characterized using the distribution of event vertices (Sec. 4). Of particular interest for extracting IP parameters is the hourglass effect, discussed in Sec. 3.4. This formalism is applied to the experimental study of the longitudinal luminosity distribution in Sec. 5; it is then used, in Sec. 6, to extract the vertical emittance and IP β-function from the measured longitudinal dependence of the vertical luminous size. Both the spatial and the angular distributions of the incoming electrons and positrons determine the transverse-boost distribution of µ + µ − pairs: the formalism is presented in Sec. 3.5, and the corresponding experimental studies in Sec. 7. Single-beam parameters are measured by a combination of spot-size (Sec. 3.6) and orbit-based (Sec. 3.7) lattice diagnostics; the experimental data and their interpretation in terms of IP parameters are presented in Sec. 8. Except where specified otherwise, the following assumptions apply throughout this paper.
• x-y coupling is small enough to be neglected, both around the collider rings and within the BABAR solenoid. This assumption will be relaxed in Secs. 3.6 and 8, and in part of Sec. 9.
• IP dispersion and angular dispersion are considered negligible.
• The transverse e ± densities are gaussian, implying that beam-beam induced distortions and lattice non-linearities are assumed to remain negligible. The potential impact of the beam-beam interaction on specific measurements will be considered in the corresponding chapters.
• RF -impedance effects are supposed to be weak enough for the longitudinal e ± densities to remain gaussian within measurement errors. The validity of this simplifying assumption is tested in Sec. 5.1.
Single-beam IP Parameters
If one assumes only that the beams are gaussian, the e ± particle density distribution can be written ρ(x, x , y, y , z, t) = N (2π) 5 σ z det σ T × exp − (z ± ct) Here x, y, z, x , y are the spatial coordinates and angles of a beam particle at time t, the vector δr is the deviation of the particle trajectory from the closed orbit, σ z is the bunch length and σ T the beam matrix. In the case of no transverse coupling the latter simplifies to
where α x,y = − Between the optical waist (nominally located at the IP) and the first focusing element, and neglecting the BABAR solenoid, these simplify to
and similarly for x. The parameters determining the transverse distributions at the IP are, for each beam, the x and y emittances , IP β-functions β * and waist locations z w . The individual transverse beam sizes σ ib (i = x, y and b = +, −) are given by:
These are not directly measurable at the IP, but can be inferred from synchrotron-light beamprofile measurements elsewhere in the rings (Sec. 3.6), provided the lattice functions are known with sufficient accuracy.
The Luminous Ellipsoid
Under the assumptions in Sec. 3.1 above, the particle distribution in a bunch becomes The three-dimensional spatial luminosity distribution L(x, y, z), also known as the luminous ellipsoid, is determined by the product of the overlapping particle densities of the two colliding beams.
In general, luminosity-weighted observables can be calculated by taking the appropriate moment of the product of beam particle densities. For example, the vertical luminous centroid is given by y L (z) = yρ + ρ − ρ + ρ − where the integral runs over x, y, x + , x − , y + , y − and t. Similarly, the vertical (or yz-) luminous tilt is defined as y L = δy L δz . Equivalent expressions hold for the horizontal centroid and luminous tilt, and for the longitudinal centroid. These parameters define the position and orientation of the luminous ellipsoid; they are continuously monitored on-line (Sec. 4), and must be taken into account when analyzing the long-term history of IP parameters (Secs. 5-7).
For head-on collisions (no relative transverse offsets, negligible crossing angles), the longitudinal luminosity distribution is given by dL dz = 2c ρ + ρ − dt dx dy
where z c is the longitudinal location where the bunches collide and
are the overlap beam sizes. The longitudinal overlap beam size Σ z can be extracted, together with the effective vertical IP β function β * y,ef f , from the longitudinal luminosity distribution; that formalism is outlined in Sec. 3.4. The transverse overlap beam sizes Σ x , Σ y can be measured by beam-beam scans [6]- [8] , but only at small bunch currents, i.e. when the beam-beam parameters are low enough (Sec. 9).
A related -albeit distinct -measure of transverse phase space is supplied by the vertical luminous size σ yL , defined by
which is related to the stored-beam sizes by
with equivalent expressions for σ xL . These two parameters describe the transverse shape of the luminous ellipsoid; they are directly measurable (provided the BABAR vertexing resolution is properly taken into account), and carry information about β functions and emittances (Sec. 6). In the limiting case where the e + and e − beam sizes are pair-wise equal, one recovers the familiar expressions valid in single-ring colliders:
The specific luminosity L sp is defined as the luminosity per bunch and per unit bunch currents. Integrating Eq. 4 yields L sp ∼ 1/Σ x Σ y : this observable, which is continuously monitored using high-rate, radiative-Bhabha events, can thus be used to constrain certain e ± beam-size combinations, as discussed in Sec. 9.
The Hourglass Effect
In the vicinity of the IP, the e ± trajectories are straight lines, and the IP angular spread σ ib (i = x, y) induces a longitudinal dependence of the transverse beam size:
where z w ib is the longitudinal position of the optical waist, σ * ib is the IP spot size, and
is the RMS angular divergence. Equivalently,
This hourglass effect is noticeable only when β * ib is smaller than or comparable to the bunch lengths. In e ± rings this is typically true in the vertical only: σ y± (z) increases with the distance to the waist, while within a few bunch lengths of the IP, the horizontal beam sizes remain essentially constant (except possibly in the presence of strong beam-beam effects).
The dominantly gaussian shape of the longitudinal luminosity distribution (Eq. 4) is modified, through its Σ y dependence, by an hourglass factor function of β * y+ and β * y− (the β * x dependence is negligible). This can be expressed in terms of a single effective IP β-function:
provided the two optical waists occur at the same location (z w y− = z w y+ ). The problem simplifies if either the vertical e ± emittances or IP β functions are equal (both conditions are satisfied in singlering e + e − colliders). Simultaneous measurements of β * y,ef f and Σ z are presented in Sec. 5. The vertical luminous size σ yL also increases as a function of the distance to the waist, at a rate that depends on β * y+,− and * y+,− , albeit with a slightly different functional dependence from that of β * y,ef f above. For such measurements the IP β-functions of the LER and HER are assumed to be identical (β * y+ = β * y− = β * y ), as are the positions of the optical waists (z w y+ = z w y− ). From the fit to the z-dependence of the vertical luminous size, one then extracts an effective vertical emittance:
and a common value of β * y , as presented in Sec. 6.
The Boost Formalism
The luminous products of e + e − collisions provide another experimentally measurable quantity. The "boost" vector B is defined as the total threemomentum of the µ + µ − pair. The distributions of the horizontal and vertical angles of this vector, or boost angles, and in particular the spatial dependence of their mean and RMS spread, carry extensive information about the IP parameters of both beams.
In the coordinate system of the incoming electron beam, the horizontal boost angle x B of a muon pair is related to the angles x − and x + of the parent electron and positron by
where the total momentum has been approximated by the difference in beam energies, and f −(+) is the ratio of the electron (positron) beam energy to the difference of the two beam energies. The mean horizontal boost angle is given by
where the integrals are performed over time and all transverse coordinates. When the two beams cross the IP with a non-zero mean angle x • and a half crossing-angle θ c , the mean horizontal boost angle depends on the emittances and β functions of both beams:
The position of the horizontal luminous centroid depends on the relative horizontal beam sizes:
, and so does, therefore, the horizontal luminous tilt x L = δxL δz . Combining the measured horizontal luminous tilt and mean boost angle, and assuming limits on the ratio of the horizontal IP spot sizes, provides a reliable estimate of the horizontal crossing angle:
(using the very good approximation of z β * x ). Examples of such measurements are detailed in Sec. 7.3.2.
When the beams collide with no crossing angle, the spread in horizontal boost angle is
) and similarly for y. The longitudinal dependence of σ x B 2 is determined by the α terms in the above equation. In the horizontal plane, where β * is considerably larger than the bunch lengths,
Assuming similar horizontal angular divergences for the two beams, the horizontal-boost angular spread σ x B is largely determined by the angular divergence of the higher-energy e − beam. In the vertical plane, the z-dependence of the angular spread receives observable contributions from both beams. The boost angle depends on where the collision occurs with respect to the optical waists of the two beams. This correlation is most naturally expressed in the coordinate system defined by the axes of the luminous ellipsoid. Provided the yz crossing angle is zero, the mean vertical angle of those electrons that contribute to the luminosity at a given point (x, y, z) is related to their vertical position y by
The mean vertical boost angle can thus be written
This relation is altered by (partially correlated) measurement errors on y B and on the vertex ycoordinate. Assuming Gaussian resolution functions, the observed y − y B correlation obeys
where the vertical vertexing resolution σ yres and vertexing-trajectory correlation σ yy res can be extracted from the data. These relationships illustrate the dependence of the boost angles on the LER and HER emittances, IP β functions and waist positions. Precise measurement of the means and spreads of these angles, including their spatial dependence, allows the extraction of the individual beam parameters as discussed in Sec. 7.
3.6. Use of synchrotron-light profile monitors By combining, in each ring, profile-monitor data with measured lattice functions, one can extract the eigenemittances and predict the e ± spot sizes at the IP.
PEP-II is equipped with several beam-profile monitors, which are described in some detail in Sec. 8. These devices determine locally the transverse e ± beam size, and in some cases the associated x-y tilt. In the LER, a visible synchrotronlight monitor (SLML), located in a high-coupling region, is complemented by an X-ray monitor (SXML) at a separate, more favorable location. The HER is equipped with one SLMH in a nominally uncoupled region. In both rings, the vertical beam size at the SLM is also measured using a companion interferometer.
In the presence of x-y coupling, the simplified phase-space description of Eq. 1 can be generalized using the one-turn matrix formalism developped in Refs. [8, 9] . In this context, the projected beam sizes (σ x , σ y ) anywhere around a ring can be expressed in terms of the emittances of the two transverse normal modes and of ten lattice parameters, that together fully describe the beam phase space at the location considered:
Here, w is a 2×2 quasi-symplectic matrix describing the coupling between x and y, g 2 = 1−det(w),
) is the emittance of eigenmode i, β i is the corresponding β function, η x,y is the horizontal or vertical dispersion, σ ηx,y = η x,y ∆p/p represents the dispersive contribution to the beam size, and
)/β i . Lattice properties are measured by resonant excitation, one ring at a time in single-bunch mode (Sec. 3.7). The beam-position monitor data are analyzed using a model-independent technique (MIA) [10] , and fitted in the context of the LEGO package [11, 12] to produce a set of fully-coupled lattice functions. As a byproduct, this procedure also predicts, for later comparison, the e ± eigenemittances and the IP spot sizes in the absence of beam-beam interactions.
The eigenemittances being invariants, they should not depend where around the ring they are measured. They can therefore be inferred, using Eqs. 14 and 15, from the lattice functions at the source point of the profile monitor, combined with the transverse beam sizes measured at the same location.
In addition, because x-y coupling may also manifest itself by a tilted profile-monitor image, it is possible to further constrain the analysis by a third equation that involves the tilt angle ψ measured at the SLM's:
An SVD fit making use of all the available measurements improves the determination of the emittances. This approach is especially important for the LER, which is heavily coupled at the SLML, but where the SXML monitor provides a redundant set of equations.
Once the eigenemittances have been determined from profile-monitor data, they can be combined with the fitted lattice functions at the IP to predict the e ± transverse beam sizes at the collision point. The results can then be confronted with the LEGO prediction mentioned earlier. Such studies are presented in detail in Sec. 8, and the resulting IP spot size measurements compared to luminous-region observables in the more global analysis of Sec. 9.
3.7. Lattice diagnostics 3.7.1. Betatron phase-advance measurements 3.7.2. MIA analysis 4. Online Monitoring of the Luminous Region
The quasi-elastic scattering processes e + e − → µ + µ − , e + e are chosen for our purposes, because of their simple, background-free topology and low track multiplicity, which translate into faster event processing (Sec. 4.1). The three-dimensional distribution of event vertices (Sec. 4.2) monitors the position, orientation, size and shape of the luminous ellipsoid. The overlap bunch length Σ z , effective vertical β function β * y,ef f and waist position z w y are also continuously monitored, using algorithms developed for the offline analysis of the longitudinal luminosity distribution (Sec. 5). The boost vector of reconstructed µ + µ − pairs is used online to track the horizontal e + e − crossing angle and the energyweighted angular divergence; the presentation of the latter two analyses is deferred till Sec. 7. Events accepted for online monitoring are required to have exactly two oppositely-charged, well-reconstructed tracks. Track quality criteria include a minimum of 5 hits in the SVT and between 20 and 50 hits in the DCH; the track polar angle θ must satisfy cos θ < 0.9 to reject trajectories traversing the permanent-magnet beam-separation dipoles. Two-body final-state kinematics are enforced by requiring an invariant mass above 9.5 GeV, with the two tracks almost back-to-back in the transverse plane (cos ∆φ < −0.99, where ∆φ is the difference in azimuthal angles). Exploiting the asymmetry of beam energies, cosmic rays are completely removed by requiring that the two tracks satisfy tan −1 (θ 1 ) + tan −1 (θ 2 ) > 0.5. The χ 2 of the vertex fit must be less than 3 per degree of freedom. In order to fully exploit the SVT resolution, the boost analysis is further restricted to muon pairs, rejecting Bhabha events by requiring that the total EMC energy be less than 3.0 GeV. The offline analyses discussed in Secs. 5 to 7 apply the same primary event selection as that described above, with somewhat tightened criteria for some applications; such cases are mentioned in the corresponding sections.
Online Characterization of the Luminous Ellipsoid
The spatial coordinates of the retained event vertices are continuously histogrammed. All distributions are available for viewing in real time over network links by many clients; they are typically refreshed once per second (faster update rates are possible). The mean and standard deviation of these distributions, which reflect the centroid location and the r.m.s. size of the luminous region, are regularly updated and, after correction for experimental resolution, shipped to the accelerator control system. Here the typical refresh period is 10 minutes, which at a luminosity of 10 34 cm −2 s −1 corresponds to 7000 accumulated events. All measurements, together with other accelerator parameters, are also archived for longterm monitoring and offline study.
Luminous Centroids and Beam IP
Angles. The knowledge and long-term stability of the interaction-region (IR) orbit is crucial to ensure the reproducibility of the ring optics. The expected resolution on the position of the luminous centroid is about 1 µm, 0.5 µm, and 0.1 mm for x L , y L and z L respectively, as confirmed by the sample-to-sample scatter in the time history of the actual centroids (Fig. 2) .
In e + e − colliders, the transverse IP position is typically monitored using beam-position monitors (BPM's) located one or more quadrupoles away from the IP. Such a measurement is compared to the online BABAR data in Fig. 2 . The IPposition variations reported by the BPM's are inconsistent in amplitude, and a couple of hours off in phase, compared to those reported by BABAR. This is attributed to the combination of several factors: lattice-modeling errors (which affect the transfer matrix from the BPM's to the IP); drifts in the BPM electronics; and mechanical motion (thermal expansion of mechanical supports, differential long-term ground motion), that distorts, in a time-dependent manner, the relation between the beam positions and angles at the IP and those at the BPM's. In contrast, the BABAR IP position directly measures the quantity of interest, on an absolute scale set by the extremely precise and stable mechanical structure of the SVT. It has proven a valuable tool to diagnose large thermally-induced motion in the IR, or to properly restore the horizontal IP position (to which the e + optics is rather sensitive) after long interruptions.
Similar observations apply to the vertical (Fig. 3 , top) and horizontal luminous tilts, for which BABAR measurements are more reliable than the individual beam angles extracted from BPM data. In the vertical plane, the ribbon beams are held in tight relative alignment by a accelerator feedback loop that maximizes the instantaneous luminosity; the actual value of the common vertical IP angle is narrowly constrained by synchrotron-radiation heating of IR beam pipes, and needs to be closely monitored. In the horizontal plane, the difference between the mean boost angle and luminous tilt yields the horizontal crossing angle (Eq. 10), as detailed in Sec. 7.
The longitudinal position z c ∼ z L of the collision point, which ideally should coincide with that of the optical waists, is not directly measurable by accelerator techniques: only its relative variation averaged over the bunch train can be inferred from empirical, luminosity-driven adjustments of the RF-phase difference between the two rings. The SVT resolution is sufficient to routinely detect sub-mm changes in the train- averaged longitudinal luminous centroid < z L > (Fig. 3, bottom) . The technique can be refined to measure the variation of z c along the bunch train (Sec. 5.3.1), revealing systematic variations in longitudinal centroid location that depend on the bunch pattern and total beam current.
Luminous size, bunch length and
vertical β function. The transverse projections of the event-vertex distribution provide a direct measure of the horizontal luminous size σ xL . Because the actual vertical luminous size (σ yL ∼ 3 µm) is much smaller than the vertexing resolution (σ yres ∼ 25-35 µm depending on the cuts), the apparent vertical luminous size directly measures that resolution, and must be taken into account when reporting the horizontal size. An early application of luminoussize monitoring is presented in Sec. 7.2.2: when the horizontal tunes were brought close to ν ± x = 0.5 in 2003, the combination of an actual reduction in β * − x , and of the dynamic-β effect in both rings, caused σ xL to shrink from about 90 to 67 µm.
As the resolution of the vertexing algorithms is too coarse to determine the actual value of σ yL , a more precise method was developed that exploits the azimuthal dependence of the transverse impact parameters of the two final-state muons. This offline approach allows to calibrate the experimental resolution using the data themselves, and to measure the hourglass effect through the zdependence of the vertical luminous size (Sec. 6).
At the end of each data-taking run (approximately 45 minutes), the longitudinal luminosity distribution is used to monitor Σ z , β * y,ef f , z c , and z Because the length of the luminous region (σ zL ∼ 7.5 mm) is much larger than the corresponding vertexing resolution (σ zres ∼ 25 µm), measurements extracted from the longitudinal luminosity profile are insensitive to the details of the resolution function (in contrast, the vertical luminous-size measurements of Sec. 6 rely on an exacting control of the vertical vertexing resolution).
Events / 0.08 cm 
Potential Biases and Systematic Un-
certainties Any effect that distorts the shape of the measured dL dz distribution can potentially bias the measurements of Σ z and β * y,ef f . In particular, the event reconstruction efficiency (Fig. 5 , top) must be independent of z throughout the luminous region. Small distortions induced by geometricalacceptance effects were investigated using real data samples as well as a full GEANT4 simulation [13] that incorporates a complete description of the BABAR response. The event selection criteria were tightened to eliminate pooracceptance regions and minimize residual resolution and background effects. An example is shown in Fig . Top: z-dependence of the µ-pair reconstruction efficiency, after all event-selection cuts, determined using a full Monte Carlo simulation of the BABAR detector. Bottom: ratio of the measured longitudinal luminosity profile after all cuts, to that obtained without removing the region with degraded SVT tracking efficiency.
contains at least 25,000 events.
When the e + and e − vertical waists coincide, the fitted values of Σ z and β * y,ef f are insensitive to the distance between the common waist and the collision point. But when the two waists occur at different locations, the longitudinal luminosity distribution flattens slightly. The potential quantitative impact is illustrated in Fig. 6 (top): a 2 cm separation between vertical waists biases Σ z by 0.1 mm at most, but β * y,ef f by almost 4 mm. In practice, the longitudinal position of the collision point and of the vertical waists are unknown: they are empirically adjusted by the PEP-II operators to optimize the luminosity, to an accuracy estimated to ∼ 0.5 cm. The resulting systematic uncertainty on β * y,ef f is less than 0.5 mm, and that on Σ z , z c and z w y negligible. Other beam-dynamics effects can also impact the shape of the longitudinal luminosity profile. Because the abort gap (a few ten empty buckets at the end of the bunch train) induces a different RF-phase transient in the two rings, the longitudinal position z c of the collision point varies by up to 6 mm along the train (Sec. 5.3.1). This is taken into account, when accumulating the longitudinal luminosity distribution, by correcting the measured longitudinal vertex position of each event by a bucket-dependent z-offset determined directly from the data for each run 3 . Slow drifts 3 Such corrections are applied in the offline analyses prein the train-averaged longitudinal luminous centroid are similarly corrected. The bunch lengths depend on the e ± beam currents and RF voltages. These quantities are continuously recorded at six-minute intervals, and the luminous-region data appropriately segregated in batches corresponding to reasonably constant conditions. The RF voltage also varies within the train itself. This induces bunchlength modulation, which is directly measurable (Sec. 5.3.1), but sufficiently small not to affect train-averaged measurements in a significant fashion.
In the LER, the high bunch current coupled with RF-impedance effects can also induce a longitudinal asymmetry of at most 4% in the longitudinal e + distribution [14] . The corresponding bias on β * y,ef f is small compared to other systematic uncertainties: the distortion of a simulated luminosity profile by a 10% asymmetry in the longitudinal positron distribution, shifts the fitted value of β * y,ef f by less than 0.5 mm. Another potential distortion of the longitudinal vertex distribution is associated with the IP luminosity feedback. In order to maintain headon collisions, the transverse position and vertical angle of the electron beam are "dithered" at a frequency of a few Hz and continuously adjusted to maximize the luminosity. The typical dither amplitude is ∼ 5-10% of the corresponding beam size, inducing a small (∼ 1%) luminosity degradation that is largest at the waist: the net effect is a very slight flattening of the longitudinal luminosity profile. Simulating this procedure and fitting the resulting luminosity profile shows that the resulting bias on β * y,ef f remains below 0.1 mm.
History of Hourglass Parameters
Measured at the PEP-II IP To investigate the potential impact of beambeam-induced distortions of the luminous region, the fit is also applied to luminosity distributions produced by the beam-beam simulations of Ref. [15] , both at nominal and at very low bunch currents (where distortions should be negligible). At the lowest bunch currents, all fitted parameters agree very well with the generated values; in particular, the "true" values of β * y,ef f and Σ z are reproduced to within ∼ 0.2 and ∼ 0.1 mm respectively. The same applies at high bunch currents, except for β * y which decreases by approximately 0.5 mm. The same small dynamic-β effect is apparent when comparing directly, at low and high bunch currents, the RMS widths of the vertical position and angle distribution of the e ± macroparticles at the IP. Also shown on Fig. 7 is a comparison with a set of uncoupled lattice functions measured in single-bunch mode by the phase-advance method (Sec. 3.7.1). The disagreement cannot be accounted for by systematic biases associated with the geometric acceptance of the detector, the event selection or reconstruction efficiencies or other instrumental effects. It cannot not be explained either by any of the beam-dynamics effects considered above; it persists under reasonable variations of the relative e ± waist position, or of the vertical emittances assumed when combining the electron and positron lattice functions (Eq. 8). Similar or larger discrepancies are observed when comparing the same lattice-function measurements to IP β-functions determined using either the vertical luminous size (Sec. 6) or the boost method (Sec. 7). A possible explanation of these apparent inconsistencies is explored in Sec. 9.
Bunch Length Measurements
The sensitivity of the luminous length to moderate changes in RF voltage is illustrated in Fig. 9 . This suggests to measure the individual e + and 
provided the necessary extra constraint. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The fitted value of β * y,ef f in these particular data samples, is typical of the results shown in Fig. 7 . If instead β * y,ef f is fixed to the significantly smaller value inferred from single-bunch lattice measurements during the same period, the χ 2 of the fit degrades significantly, but both the e − and e + bunch lengths increase only slightly. These results are highly insensitive to variations in the portion of the bunch train included in the fit, or to the assumed values of parameters such as waist positions, emittances or horizontal IP β-functions in the two rings; the total systematic uncertainty on σ z is estimated at ±1.1 mm.
[Chris et al.: is this syst. error appropriate, or do you think we should increase it?] While the longitudinal luminosity distribution yields a HER bunch length that is compatible with the results of traditional accelerator methods, the inconsistency between the LER bunch length measurements remains to be understood. Table 1 Bunch length measurements varying V Longitudinal luminosity distribution In a second experiment, we took advantage of a long coast-down during which the e + (e − ) current decayed from 2.4 (1.5) A to 0.65 (1.0) A. The luminous length exhibits a clear beam-current dependence (Fig. 10) . As streak-camera measurements [14] suggest a strong (weak) dependence of the e + (e − ) bunch length on the corresponding total current, the data was fitted under the assumption that σ z+ varied linearly with current, and that σ z− remained fixed to the value determined in the first experiment. The fit yields σ z+ = 11.2 ± 0.9 mm at full current (I + = 1.5 mA/bunch), and dσ z+ /dI + = 0.84 ± 0.37 mm/(mA/bunch). Fig. 11 displays archived online measurements of Σ z at different accelerating voltages, and compares them to the quadratic sum of the e + and e − bunch lengths measured separately, at distant time intervals, by fitting the frequency spectrum at pickup electrodes in the HER and LER [14] . The two methods report comparable changes in luminous length, with a magnitude roughly consistent with the variations in accelerating voltage; the absolute length scales of the two sets of measurements agree within about 3%. However, the more frequent luminous-region measurements exhibit systematic variations of up to ±0.2 mm, at apparently constant RF voltage, that remain to be understood. 
Investigation of luminosity deficit in Fall 2005
For several months in 2005, PEP-II observed a significant, systematic variation of the luminosity along the bunch train. This is illustrated in Fig. 13a , where the rate of reconstructed e + e − , µ + µ − events is displayed as a function of where along the train the event occurred. The event rate, equivalent to the specific luminosity L sp because the bunch currents are uniform within about 2% RMS, drops by ∼15% from the head to the tail of each minitrain.
Extensive studies were performed to understand these observations, which accounted for a ∼10% deficit in average luminosity. In the particular dataset presented here, the longitudinal luminous centroid (Fig. 13b) varies by 5 mm peakto-peak along the full train, reflecting the differential RF -phase transient between the e + and e − rings. A 1-2 mm variation occurs within each minitrain; geometrical considerations (that ignore beam-beam effects, if any) limit its predicted impact on L sp to less than 2%. The most statistically significant signal is a 2 µm variation of σ xL along the minitrain (Fig. 13c) , which, depending on the e + /e − IP spot size ratios, might explain most of the luminosity drop. Unfortunately, the statistical precision of the vertical luminous-size (Fig. 13d) , measured along the minitrain using the method of Section 6, remains insufficient to reveal any systematic degradation of the vertical IP spot size, as might be induced for instance by electron-cloud effects. Studies of variations in Σ z or β * y,ef f along the train provide no additional clue. Empirical tuning ultimately eliminated most of the σ xL and L sp variation along the train. The vertical hourglass effect manifests itself both by a distortion of the longitudinal luminosity profile, analyzed in Sec. 5.1 above, and by the growth of the vertical luminous size σ yL with increasing distance from the vertical waist. While the longitudinal-profile analysis is rela-tively straighforward in terms of instrumental performance, transverse luminous-size measurements require an exacting control of the tracking resolution, which in the vertical plane is several times larger than the RMS width of the luminous region one attempts to measure.
The combination of the two methods was originally exploited by Cinabro et al. [1] , who used e + e − → µ + µ − events recorded by the CLEO detector. These authors performed a simultaneous fit to the z-dependence of the luminosity and of the vertical luminous size to extract the tracking resolution, the bunch length, the vertical emittance and β * y at the CESR IP. A crucial ingredient in their approach was that, in the CLEO detector and within the then-available statistical precision, the luminous-size resolution was considered essentially independent of the position of the event vertex: it could therefore be directly identified with the minimum of σ yL (z). The resulting correlation between the fitted values of y and β * y was lifted using the longitudinal luminosity distribution.
The principle of the original measurement of σ yL ran as follows. In the limit of a perfect detector, and for muons emitted close to the horizontal plane (φ ≈ 0, π), the distribution of their distance of closest approach (DOCA) to the beam axis reflects the vertical size of the luminous region. Binning the DOCA distribution (corrected for detector resolution) of quasi-horizontal muons as a function of the longitudinal position of the µ + µ − vertex, thus measures the vertical hourglass shape. Similarly, the DOCA distribution of quasi-vertical muons (φ ≈ ±π/2) measures the horizontal luminous size (but remains insensitive to the horizontal hourglass effect because β * x >> σ z ). While conceptually less straightforward than simply vertexing the two muon tracks, the DOCA method achieves significantly better resolution; it also has the major advantage that this resolution is self-calibrating, as will be shown below.
The analysis reported in the present Section exploits, as did Ref. [1] , the azimuthal dependence of the transverse impact parameter of the µ ± to the beam line. The statistical sensitivity of the measurement is enhanced by performing maximum-likelihood fits to the full azimuthal and longitudinal dependence of the DOCA distribution.
In contrast to the CLEO study however, we find that in BABAR and with the very large event samples afforded by the B-Factory, assuming a uniform resolution would be highly inadequate and lead to severe biases. We therefore introduce a technique in which detector-resolution estimates for each event are used in conjunction with detailed resolution maps obtained from the data themselves. This approach allows to extract the vertical IP β-function and effective emittance from the measurement of σ yL (z) alone, thereby providing a measurement independent of, and complementary to, that obtained from the longitudinal luminosity distribution.
This chapter is organized as follows. The accessible beam parameters and the related formalism were already presented in Sec. 3.4. The experimental determination of the distance of closest approach and of its event-by-event error is detailed in Sec. 6.2 below. Section 6.3 is devoted to the extraction of the resolution maps from the data. The measurement of the horizontal and vertical luminous size, the fitting technique, the accompanying validation studies and the estimation of the systematic uncertainties are presented in Sec. 6.4. The potential impact of beam-beaminduced distortions on transverse luminous-size measurements is considered in Sec. 6.5. Finally, the technique is applied to archived BABAR data to display the long-term evolution of the horizontal (σ xL ) and vertical (σ yL ) luminous sizes, and of the vertical IP β-function, effective waist position and effective emittance.
Fundamental Observables
e + e − → µ + µ − events are reconstructed as described in Sec. 2.2.3. The Kalman fit of each muon returns the five helix parameters of the track and an error matrix. These fits are carried out in a coordinate system defined by the BABAR drift chamber. In order to extract the luminous sizes, the reconstructed tracks are then translated and rotated into the coordinate system defined by the luminous ellipsoid; the error matrices are adjusted accordingly.
The key observables are shown in Fig. 14 . For each track we fit the point of closest approach (POCA) in the transverse plane to the beam axis. The signed distances from each POCA to the beam axis are called distances of closest approach and denoted by d 1 and d 2 . We also recontruct the azimuthal angle of each track (φ 1 , φ 2 ), and their polar angle with respect to the beam axis (θ 1 , θ 2 ). The z-coordinate of each muon at the event vertex is defined as the value of z, as measured along its track in the detector coordinate system, at the POCA. The uncertainties on d 1 and d 2 , from the error matrices of the track-reconstruction fits, are called δ 1 and δ 2 .
Based on the variables above, several additional quantities are defined to characterize an event. We estimate the DOCA of the actual event vertex using the average DOCA of the two muons, d ≡ (d 1 − d 2 )/2. We also define the "miss distance" m as half the distance between the POCA's in the x-y plane: m ≡ (d 1 + d 2 )/2 (note that m is zero for a perfectly reconstructed event). The total error on d is estimated by δ ≡ δ 2 1 + δ 2 2 /2, which is mathematically identical to the error on m. The longitudinal position of the µ + µ − vertex is calculated as the weighted average z v ≡ (z 1 tan λ 2 + z 2 tan λ 1 )/(tan λ 2 + tan λ 1 ), where the dip angle λ is the complement of the polar angle (λ = π/2 − θ).
Resolution Model 6.3.1. Single-event Resolution Estimator
The DOCA error δ is an estimate of the resolution for one given event. For an ensemble of events, the width of the miss-distance distribution (Fig. 15) provides a direct measurement of the actual resolution in the data. Figure 16 shows the width σ m of this distribution as a function of δ: the two quantities are tightly, and linearly, correlated over a wide range. Therefore we can use the per-event error δ as a reliable estimate of the uncertainty affecting the transverse vertex position in that particular event. A detailed study of the σ m -δ correlation reveals, however, that for very large values of δ, this variable no longer provides a good estimate of the miss-distance resolution. Events with 2δ > 35 µm are therefore excluded from the data sample. The φ-and z-dependence of the DOCA error are presented in Fig. 17 . The strong variation of the resolution with azimuthal angle is a direct consequence of the structure of the SVT (Sec. 2.2.1). Those muons traversing a section of the inner two layers with a finer readout pitch, exhibit a significantly smaller vertexing uncertainty. The error also depends on the distance from the event vertex to the first layer of the SVT, as reflected by the hexagonal periodicity of Fig. 17 .
In contrast to what was reported for CLEO [1] , we also observe a significant z-dependence of the resolution, which must imperatively be taken into account to avoid biasing the measured longitudinal dependence of the vertical luminous size.
Event-by-event Resolution Function
While the DOCA error δ provides a good eventby-event estimate of the actual resolution, the slope of the linear fits in Fig. 16 is noticeably larger than 1. To provide a quantitatively accurate estimate of the resolution in a given event, δ must therefore be scaled by an appropriate factor, that will be obtained from the data themselves. We translate from δ to the measured resolution using a resolution function, R, constructed as the sum of three Gaussian distributions G i :
+ f 2 G 2 (x; µ 2 , S 2 δ) + f 3 G 3 (x; 0, 62.5 µm).
Here the coefficients f i represent the fraction in each component, and are constrained by f 3 = 1 − f 2 − f 1 . The distributions have means µ i , and widths that include scale factors S i . In order to achieve a good fit, it is necessary to split the mean and scale factor of the core Gaussian G 1 as a function of δ: µ 1 and S 1 have separate values for events with 2δ < 25 µm and events with 2δ > 25 µm. Although this parameterization of the resolution gives a good fit to the overall miss distance distribution (Fig. 15) , it remains insufficient to describe the detector resolution. In particular, the scale factors vary significantly as a function of the vertex position z v , the azimuth φ 1 and the polar angle θ 1 of the leading muon.
Therefore, we apply a two-step process to model the resolution in the data. Figure 16 . Width, as determined in fits to a Gaussian distribution, of the miss-distance distribution in data and in simulation, as a function of the DOCA error δ. The lines are linear fits to the points.
a large sample of data events (a minimum of one month of data) to the resolution function and determine the fractions f i . Second, we bin the data and refit the resolution function parameters in each bin, holding the fractions f i fixed to the values found in the first fit. The binning is as follows: three bins of z v , three bins of cos θ 1 , and 100 bins of φ 1 . In each bin, the miss-distance distribution is fitted to Eq. 17, returning the scale factors S i and means µ i .
4 As shown in Fig. 18 , the scale factor S 1 varies significantly as a function of the vertex position and direction of the muons. The beam parameters are extracted using these binned resolution function parameters.
6.4. Transverse Luminous Size Measurements The transverse sizes of the luminous region σ yL and σ xL were given in terms of single-beam quantities in Eq. 6. The Gaussian probability density function (PDF) P, written as
[rad] φ 
incorporates these quantities of interest with the observables defined in this Section. The parameter φ t ≡ φ − t xy allows for a rotation of the luminous region ellipse with respect to the detector coordinates by an angle t xy .
Fit procedure
To extract the beam parameters, we perform a sequence of unbinned maximum likelihood fits. First, we determine the parameters of the resolution function by fitting the miss distance distribution to the resolution function R(m). This is done in two steps as described in Sec. 6.3.2.
Next we fit the DOCA distribution to the function P(d, φ) ⊗ R(d). The scale factors and fractions are fixed to the result of the fit to the miss distance distribution. We have observed in data and simulation that the miss distance distribution tends to have a non-zero mean, while the DOCA distribution has a mean close to zero. Therefore, in this fit we ignore the resolution function means found in the fit to the miss distance and instead fix all means to zero. We float σ yL (z = z w y ) and β * y that enter through σ yL (z), the rotation t xy , the common waist z w y , and the horizontal luminous size σ xL . Figure 19 shows a plot of the DOCA distribution with the fit results.
As a consistency check, we refit the data in slices of z and compare the results to the global fit result. The results of this check are shown in Fig. 20 .
Validation
The stability of the fit is first validated using "toy" experiments, where events are generated using the same PDFs that are subsequently used for fitting. No significant fit biases were found in these studies. More advanced validation is done The center plot shows the events in the ranges −3π/4 < φ 1 < −π/4 and π/4 < φ 1 < 3π/4, with the overall fit result for those events shown in blue and the contribution to that curve from the horizontal size only, ignoring the vertical size and resolution, shown in green. The right plot shows the events in the ranges −π < φ 1 < −3π/4, −π/4 < φ 1 < π/4, and 3π/4 < φ 1 < π, where the blue curve is similar to the other plots, while the magenta curve shows the contribution from the vertical size only, ignoring the horizontal size and the resolution.
using MC samples generated with a sophisticated GEANT 4 simulation of the BABAR detector. Initial fit testing was performed using MC samples generated with constant values of σ yL as a function of z, ignoring the hourglass effect. We performed test fits to 10 samples, generated with σ yL from 2 µm to 20 µm, and fit the results to the function σ yL fit = σ yL generated 2 + σ yL bias 2 , extracting a bias σ yL bias of 2.0 ± 0.3 µm. The results of the fits are shown in Fig. 21 . This source of this bias is not understood, but it is not present when we do toy tests. We include a correction of 2 µm, added in quadrature to σ yL , in all subsequent fits. We do further validation by fitting to samples of MC events generated using a realistic model of the beams, including the hourglass effect. The results of this validation are listed in Table 2 . The 2 µm correction to σ yL is included. With this correction included, the results for β * y agree with the generated values within the statistical errors. It should be noted that when we fit the same samples using a simpler resolution model that does not account for the variation in scale factors as a function of detector bins, there are significant biases in the z w y and t xy parameters. These biases are corrected when we use the more complicated resolution model described in Sec. 6.3.2.
Possible Biases and Systematic Uncertainties
The main source of systematic uncertainty in the measured parameters is the bias correction applied to σ yL . Because σ yL and β * y are correlated in the fit, this correction significantly affects both of those parameters. We estimate the systematic uncertainty due to the bias correction by varying the correction by ±1 µm and refitting the data. Figures 22 and 23 show the impact of this systematic uncertainty on the results. Table 2 Results of fits to samples of simulated events. A 2 µm correction to σ yL , also used in the fits to data, is included in these fits. The angular distribution of µ + µ − pairs was first exploited at CESR [17] , in conjunction with the transverse luminous size, to estimate the e ± emittance and IP β-function. Here the technique is generalized to the case of asymmetric colliders, and its diagnostic reach extended by exploiting the spatial dependence of the boost-angle distributions. After presenting the measurement technique in Sec. 7.1 below, we apply the formalism of Sec. 3.5 to the characterization of the vertical (Sec. 7.2) and horizontal (Sec. 7.3) phase space at the PEP-II IP.
Measurement Technique 7.1.1. Single-event Observables
The angular spread of the beams sets the scale for the measurement resolution required to extract beam parameters from the angular distribution of the boost vector B. Taking typical PEP-II parameters as a guide ( Table 3 ), suggests that the systematic uncertainty on this resolution should not exceed about 0.3 mrad. Table 3 Estimated single-beam parameters at the PEP-II interaction point, from Ref. [2] .
LER (e + ) HER (e − ) Units
The process e + e − → µ + µ − produces finalstate muons with transverse momenta in the 3 to 5 GeV range, resulting in an excellent angular resolution but a poor momentum resolution [3] :
for the individual muon tracks. Simply calculating the boost B as the vector sum of the two muon momenta results in boost-angle measurements with a wide range of resolutions averaging about 6 mrad, because of the resolution-limited track-curvature measurements. The decay plane is defined by the µ + µ − momentum vectors (Fig. 27) . While the direction of B within this plane is poorly determined because of the relatively large uncertainties affecting the magnitude of the individual muon momenta, the orientation of the decay plane itself is not affected by curvature-measurement errors. We therefore limit ourselves to measuring the event-by-event orientation of the vectorn normal to this plane, defined bŷ
The dip angle λ n and azimuthal angle φ n of this vector are related to the boost angles (x B , y B ) of the parent e + e − pair by
The typical single-event dip-angle resolution is 0.6 mrad, and is affected by low enough a systematic uncertainty to measure the interesting spatial-dependent effects.
Event Selection
The dimuon events used in this analysis satisfy selection criteria similar to those listed in Sec. 4, but slightly tightened to maintain reliable covariance-matrix estimates for the track parameters. The events must contain two reconstructed tracks, each with at least 6 SVT hits and 28 DCH hits; the forward-most track must lie well within the tracking acceptance (tan λ < 2.5). The two-body invariant mass must satisfy 10.3 < M µµ < 11.0 GeV, and the total calorimeter energy remain inconsistent with that of a Bhabha event (E cal < 3 GeV). Cosmic-ray contamination is eliminated by a cut similar to that in Sec. 4. The normal to the decay plane is reconstructed from the two muon tracks according to Eq. 19. The error on λ n is estimated from the covariance matrices of the reconstructed tracks and required Figure 27 . The boost vector B lies in the same plane as the µ + µ − momentum vectors (top). Its normaln is defined by its dip angle λ n (the complement of its polar angle) and by its azimuthal angle φ n , the angle its x-y projection makes with the horizontal axis x (bottom). not to exceed 0.8 mrad. To estimate the collision point, a common vertex is fit to the tracks and required to lie within a reasonable distance of the nominal interaction point (|z v | < 5 cm, r v < 1 cm).
Angular Distribution of the Boost
Vector The collision point is first transformed to the luminous-region frame (the coordinate system defined by the luminous ellipsoid), by correcting for run-to-run shifts of the luminous centroid and for rotations of the average collision axis. An additional calibration fits the mean dip angle λ n as a function of φ n (Fig. 28) according to Eq. 20, in order to determine the mean boost angles x B , y B for each run and correct the event-by-event angles λ n for these short-term variations. The corrected (rad) φ dip-angle distributions are then binned in φ n , and each bin separately fit to extract its RMS spread σ λn accounting for detector resolution and radiation as described below. The resulting function of φ n is fit (Fig. 29) to the function
to extract the horizontal and vertical boost angular spreads (σ x B , σ y B ). The measured spread σ λn receives contributions from detector resolution, as well as from initial and final-state radiation:
• the geometrical layout of the BABAR silicon vertex tracker results in a φ-dependent res-(rad) φ olution, pictured in Fig. 30 , and calculated by error propagation using the individual covariance matrices of the two tracks;
• initial-state radiation in e + e − → µ + µ − events also produces observable tails in the λ n distribution. Monte Carlo simulation of the e + e − → µ + µ − process with initialstate radiation is used to create an exponential parameterization that reproduces these tails. The convolution of this exponential with a Gaussian that describes both the physical angular spread and the detector resolution, is then fitted to the λ n distribution. Accounting for initial-state radiation reduces the measured λ n spread by typically 0.05 mrad. . Azimuthal dependence of the detector resolution in dip angle λ n . Although most of the dilution is caused by the coarser tracking resolution of the BABAR drift chamber, the six-fold symmetry of the silicon vertex tracker is apparent.
Spatial Dependence of Boost Variables
The z-dependence of the boost angular spread is measured by extracting σ x B and σ y B as described above, in bins of the longitudinal position of the µ + µ − vertex. It is assumed that the optical waists do not move significantly over the duration of a single measurement; therefore the vertex z-positions are not corrected for short-term displacements of the collision point that could be caused, for instance, by RF-phase fluctuations.
The correlation between position and boost angle is measured by extracting the mean boost angle in bins of transverse vertex position within the luminous-region frame. For example, the y-y correlation is measured by first binning events in y and then, in each bin, fitting λ n versus φ n for the mean angle y B . A linear fit to the resulting y-dependence of y B (as suggested by Eq. 12) yields the slope δy B /δy. This process is repeated in bins of z to measure the longitudinal variation of this slope, to which Eq. 13 can be fit. Fig. 31 shows simulations of the x-x B and y-y B corre-lations with and without including the detector resolution, illustrating the impact of correlated errors in the estimated angle and point of origin of the tracks. In the case of the x-x B correlation, tracking errors introduce an overall, zindependent shift in the measured correlation coefficient. For the y-y B correlation measurement, detector resolution additionally produces a strong dilution of the variation with z, since the vertexing resolution is considerably larger than the vertical beam sizes near the IP. 
Characterization of Vertical Phase Space
The vertical hourglass effect leaves striking footprints in the spatial dependence of the vertical angular distribution of the boost vector, thereby providing measurements of the vertical emittance, IP β-function and optical-waist position (Sec. 7.2.1) in the presence of beam-beam effects (Sec. 7.2.2). These BABAR-based measurements, carried out during routine physics running, allow to reconstruct the long-term history of the e + and e − vertical phase space at the PEP-II IP (Sec. 7.2.3).
Signatures of the Vertical Hourglass
Effect The longitudinal dependence of the verticalboost angular spread is given by (Sec. 3.5):
The first line describes the boost distribution at the interaction point, or more precisely at the waist (α y = 0). There no correlation exists between the vertical angles of the incoming particles and the y-position of the collision: the boost angular spread is the incoherent sum of the energyweighted individual beam spreads. In contrast, far from the IP (|α y | 1) the second line dominates: the y-position of the µ + µ − vertex is completely correlated with the vertical angles of the colliding e ± . In this regime, the angular spread of beam particles contributing to collisions is proportional to the vertical size of the luminous region divided by the longitudinal distance to the IP. Each collision is "head-on", but the direction of the effective collision axis varies as a function of y: it always points back to the nominal IP. Figure 32 (left) illustrates the measurement of the vertical IP β-function, using simulated muon pairs generated with three different values of β * y− = β * y+ , and reflecting representative event statistics. The boost distribution is constructed from a wider angular range of colliding particles at the waist than it is at large |z|: σ y B measurements show excellent sensitivity to changes in the common value of β * y . The distance scale over which the y − y correlation evolves is also β * y . Experimentally, this correlation can be probed directly by measuring the y-dependence of the mean vertical boost angle y B (Fig. 32, right) . Eq. 13 describes the expected relation between the measured observables and the actual beam parameters. Detector-resolution effects, which are large compared to the vertical luminous size, degrade the effectiveness of the method, but some constraining power remains. Figure 33 shows the two-dimensional χ 2 con- tours for a fit of y− , y+ , and β * y to a measurement of σ y B using simulated data. In this fit, the emittances are poorly determined and highly correlated, and the β * y -y− plot also exhibits structure (albeit to a lesser degree). This is because the data allow a precise determination of the peak value of σ y B (Fig. 32, left) , but do not constrain the large-|z| tails for lack of statistics. More information is thus needed to separate the e + and e − emittances. The y-y B correlation provides this additional constraint: Fig. 34 shows the χ 2 contours of the same parameters in the combined fit to simulated, simultaneous measurements of σ y B and δy B /δy(z). The fit reproduces the true (generated) value of β * y to within 0.3 mm, with a statistical accuracy of ±0.3 mm for a simulated exposure of 4 fb −1 . 
Predicted Beam-beam Signatures
Beam-beam-induced distortions of the e ± phase space at the PEP-II IP are known to induce a significant reduction of the predicted specific luminosity with increasing bunch currents; these dynamic changes are reflected in the evolution of the three-dimensional luminosity distribution. But beam-beam forces are also expected to produce measurable effects in the angular distribution of the boost vector. The spread in vertical boost angle predicted by the beam-beam simulation of Ref. [15] is shown in Fig. 36 for very low and for nominal e ± bunch currents: both the peak value of σ y B and the shape of its z-dependence are impacted. The analysis of the evolution of the individual beam distributions indicates that the peak angular spread grows mainly due to a sizeable increase in the vertical emittance of the beams; the associated, albeit moderate reduction in β * y accounts for the slightly sharper fall-off, at nominal bunch currents, of the z-dependence.
The effects of the beam-beam interaction upon the y-y B correlation are illustrated in Fig. 37 . The predictions of Eq. 13 (which ignores beambeam distortions) are in good agreement with the simulation at low current; at nominal currents the general features are well predicted, but the quantitative agreement is not as good because the bunches now deviate significantly from their original Gaussian shape, and the effective waist position is slightly shifted by the vertical pinch effect [20] . Note, however, that the beam-beam induced distortions illustrated here have a much weaker impact than, and will be diluted by, the detector resolution effects shown in Fig. 31 . Figure 37. z-dependence of the verticalboost angle-position correlation, predicted by the beam-beam simulation at very low (left) and at nominal (right) bunch currents, and assuming perfect detector resolution. The points with statistical error bars are the simulated angularposition correlation in each z bin. The solid curve is from Eq. 13 using emittances and β-functions inferred from the simulated e ± distributions at the IP. 7.2.3. History of Vertical Phase-Space Parameters PEP-II has been operating for several years, allowing to follow the evolution of the beam parameters extracted from our fits, and to produce history plots that reflect changes in the machine optics. To perform this study, the data was partitioned into intervals approximately two weeks long, each containing a sufficient number of e + e − → µ + µ − events to perform an adequately precise measurement of β * y . For each of these intervals, the measured z-dependence of σ y B and of the y − y B correlation was fit for the beam parameters. Figures 38 and 39 show typical fits over one such interval. The vertical angular spread at z = 0 (Fig. 38, right) significantly exceeds the single-beam estimates of Table 3 , as expected in the presence of the beam-beam effects discussed above. The y-y B correlation measurement exhibits (Fig. 39, right) The time evolution of β * y , as measured by the boost method and assuming β * y+ = β * y− , is presented in Fig. 40 , and compared with the β * y,ef f measurements extracted from the longitudinal luminosity distribution (Sec. 5.1.3). The two methods yield consistent results, confirming the apparent discrepancy with the low-current phaseadvance measurements. Fig. 41 shows the combined fit results for the e ± emittances. As evidenced by the size of the error bars, the fit is much more sensitive to the electron than to the positron beam emittance, because of the higher HER beam energy (see also Fig. 34, left) . A systematic difference (not shown) between single and combined fits remains to be understood. A partial validation of these results, however, is provided by the comparison (Fig. 42) of the directly-measurable horizontal luminous size σ xL (Eq. 6) with the horizontal overlap beam size Σ x (Eq. 5). The latter is calculated from the IP vertical β-functions (Fig. 40) and emittances (Fig. 41) extracted from the boost distribution, and from the measured specific luminosity (L sp ∼ 1/Σ x Σ y ) averaged over the corresponding time window. Their ratio Σ x /σ xL is determined by that of the e+ and e − horizontal beam sizes, and reaches a minimum of 2 when σ x− = σ x+ . The range of observed values is consistent with this physical bound and provides an indication of the relative horizontal beam sizes under the simplifying assumptions of zero coupling and of zero luminosity loss due to the hourglass effect. An independent measurement, such as that provided by a synchrotron-light profile monitor, is required to lift the ambiguity as to which of the two beams exhibits the largest horizontal spot size at the IP.
Characterization of Horizontal Phase
Space A similar set of boost-vector measurements can be performed in the horizontal plane. Because the gular spread is shown in Fig. 45 (left) . As expected from the beam-beam simulation, the observed angular spread is significantly larger than that naively computed from single-beam parameters (Table 3 ). The positive slope of its zdependence suggests that the horizontal waist may be offset in the positive direction by a considerable fraction of β * x . This interpretation is suggested by analogy with the vertical angular spread (Fig. 38, right) : a positive slope is observed at negative z (with respect to the waist), and vice versa. The horizontal measurement samples only a small fraction of the hourglass shape, compared to the vertical measurement, before "running out" of luminosity at large |z|.
Figure 45 (right) shows the z-dependence of the horizontal luminous size σ xL , measured using a Longitudinal dependence of the horizontal-boost angular spread, predicted by the beam-beam simulation at very low (left) and at nominal (right) bunch currents (see Fig. 36 ). The points with statistical error bars are the simulated angular spread in each z bin. The solid curves are from Eq. 11 using horizontal emittances and β-functions inferred from gaussian fits to the simulated e ± distributions at the IP. Fig. 43 , but for the horizontal luminous size, at very low (left) and at nominal (right) bunch currents. The points with error bars are the values of σ xL predicted by the simulation in each z bin. The solid curves reflect the combination of Eqs. 6 and 7, using horizontal emittances and β-functions inferred from the simulated e ± distributions.
simple vertexing technique and resolution correction (Sec. 4.2.2). The reported magnitude is comparable to that expected in the presence of strong beam-beam effects (Fig. 44, right) . It also is fully consistent, in spite of very different systematics, with the horizontal luminous size measured during the same period by the much more sophisticated impact-parameter method (Fig. 25) . However, the slight z-dependence of σ xL suggests a horizontal-waist shift of opposite sign to that implied by Fig. 45 (left) . A more extensive study of the impact of beam-beam distortions on the shape of the luminous ellipsoid and on the boost distributions, would be required to lift this apparent (but minor) contradiction.
The five-year history of the horizontal luminous size and e − angular divergence (which dominates the horizontal-boost angular spread), reconstructed from archived BABAR data, is presented in Fig. 46 . The sharp reduction in σ xL and correlated increase in σ x − were accompanied by an appreciable luminosity increase; these step changes reflect the onset of the significant dynamic-β enhancement associated with the move to half-integer tunes. 
Crossing Angles
For head-on collisions, the average boost direction is aligned with the longitudinal axis of the luminous ellipsoid. When a crossing angle is introduced, the difference between the mean boost angle and the luminous tilt (Sec. measure of the actual crossing angle, as described in Eq. 10. The relation depends upon the relative difference in transverse beam sizes at the interaction point, which for typical beam sizes introduces but a small fractional correction to the naive horizontal crossing-angle estimate. Figure 47 (left) displays the history of the measured mean horizontal boost angle x B and horizontal luminous tilt x L . Both observables display large, correlated steps, corresponding either to reestablishing accelerator operation after major maintenance periods or to re-optimizing beam conditions. In contrast, the resulting 0.3 -0.4 mrad crossing angle (Fig. 47, right) exhibits much smaller variations. Its non-zero average is consistent with the optimum crossingangle recorded by beam-orbit monitors during dedicated beam-beam experiments: the best luminosity results from an empirical compromise between crossing-angle and parasitic-crossinginduced beam separation [18] .
In the vertical, the much smaller beam size leads to considerably tighter crossing-angle tolerances, not only to ensure the geometrical overlap of the ribbon-like beams, but mainly because the deleterious impact of the beam-beam interaction rapidly grows when the vertical crossing angle exceeds ∼ 10 µrad: a similar sensitivity has been observed in KEKB [19] . Figure 48 displays the measured mean vertical boost angle y B and the vertical luminous tilt y L , whose difference is consistent with zero considering the measurement uncertainties. The BABAR detector reports measurements of these angles every five minutes with typical resolutions of 0.1 and 0.2 mrad respectively. 
